1. CONNECTOR ACCEPTS SIZE 22 OF PIN CONTACTS, RETENTION TINES ARE AN INTEGRAL PART OF INSERT.

⚠ MATERIAL
MOLDED PARTS = FLAME RETARDANT, 94V-0 RATED, GLASS FILLED NYLON, BLACK.
SHELLS = STEEL PER ASTM A109.

⚠ FINISH
SHELLS = TIN OR TIN-LEAD PLATED PER MIL-T-10727.

⚠ FINISH
SHELLS = TIN PLATED PER MIL-T-10727 OVER COPPER PER MIL-C-14550.

748364-5 IS FOR AMP THAILAND, PART HAS CIRCUIT HOLE #9 BLOCKED.

GROUNDING INDENTS (SEE TABLE)

MATING FACE

AMP, PART NO. & DATE CODE, MARKED IN AREA INDICATED, ON FAR SIDE

| SUPPLIED BY 748364-1 | STANDARD | A | YES | 748364-5 |
| SUPPLIED BY 748364-1 | SMALL PACK | A | YES | 748364-4 |
| OBSOLETE | STANDARD | A | NO | 748364-2 |
| OBSOLETE | STANDARD | A | YES | 748364-1 |

THE DRAWING IS A CONTROLLED DOCUMENT. NO DUPLICATES ARE ISSUED. THE DOCUMENT IS TO BE USED ONLY IN CONNECTION WITH THE SPECIFICATIONS AND OR THE MANUFACTURER'S DRAWING.

PLUG CONNECTOR, 15 PIN, 15 CONTACT 0.100\" HOLE PITCH.